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ABSTRACT
Task-oriented dialogue agents are built to assist users in completing
various tasks. Generating appropriate responses for satisfactory
task completion is the ultimate goal. Hence, as a convenient and
straightforward way, metrics such as success rate, inform rate etc.,
have been widely leveraged to evaluate the generated responses.
However, beyond task completion, there are several other factors
that largely affect user satisfaction, which remain under-explored.
In this work, we focus on analyzing different agent behavior pat-
terns that lead to higher user satisfaction scores. Based on the
findings, we design a neural response generation model EnRG. It
naturally combines the power of pre-trained GPT-2 in response
semantic modeling and the merit of dual attention in making use of
the external crowd-sourced knowledge. Equipped with two gates
via explicit dialogue act modeling, it effectively controls the us-
age of external knowledge sources in the form of both text and
image. We conduct extensive experiments. Both automatic and hu-
man evaluation results demonstrate that, beyond comparable task
completion, our proposed method manages to generate responses
gaining higher user satisfaction.
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• Computing methodologies → Artificial intelligence; Dis-
course, dialogue and pragmatics.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Task-oriented dialogue systems aim to fulfill the requirements
raised by users, such as booking flight tickets or searching for the
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Hi, I am looking for some recommendations for lunch.

Sure, where would you prefer to dine at?

I would recommend trying the dal
makhani, which contains whole black
lentil, red kidney beans, butter and
cream. It is a popular dish and it
tastes really authentic! It also goes
really well with some briyani or naan.

I would prefer somewhere around town, but other than that i am 
not picky!

I see, and what kind of cuisine are you looking for?

I prefer something moderately priced.

I am hoping to try some authentic indian food.

No problem, what is your budget?

Ok, i would recommend going to Khansama Tandoori
Restaurant. It is a north indian restaurant located in
Little India, and they serve authentic indian food!

Thanks, do you have any tips?

Figure 1: Part of a collected dialogue that contains enriched
responses for higher user satisfaction.

restaurant through interactions. Due to the huge industry potential,
it has attracted a significant amount of attention recently. The de-
velopment of such agents is often decomposed into three sub-tasks:
understanding user inputs, deciding next actions and generating
responses. As fulfilling user requirements and enhancing user sat-
isfaction is essential for dialogue agents, the closely related action
decision and response generation are usually modeled together and
play an important role in the system [8, 33].

Recently, there have been much researches on the response gen-
eration sub-task and it is commonly agreed that a good response
should fulfill all the requirements from users [1, 34]. Inform rate and
success rate are thus the popular metrics to reflect the ability of the
dialogue systems of handling queries. Metrics such as BLEU score
[24] and ROUGE [17] are also widely adopted in both open-domain
and task-oriented dialogues. In general, the former ones evaluate
the agent’s performance on task completion, while the latter ones
judge the literal overlap between generated responses and ground
truth responses.

However, although the above-mentioned metrics are successful
in evaluating the completeness of tasks and the surface realization
of text, it lacks in reflecting the intelligence of dialogue systems and
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satisfaction of users, especially in situations where user expecta-
tions are high and requirements are relatively flexible. For example,
when looking for a restaurant for lunch as shown in Figure 1, the
user only gives simple requirements such as area, food type, and
price range. As there would be many restaurants satisfying such
requirements, the agent can easily return one restaurant name and
end with good task completion scores. However, such a response
might hardly satisfy the user. For one thing, the user might not be
familiar with the recommended ones, thus providing more infor-
mation in the response is necessary (such as the 4th response). And
for another, with limited requirements explicitly expressed, there
would be latent expectations of the user. Generally speaking, in real-
world cases, inquiring of human agents might receive additional
information based on his/her personal experience and perceptions.
It has the potential to activate certain interests of the user recipro-
cally. Such active sharing as in the 5th response would make the
response more vivid and enhance the user experience. Nonetheless,
current research on response generation for task-oriented dialogues
has largely ignored these.

In this work, we target at analyzing the correlations between
various agent behaviors and user satisfaction levels. Based on the
findings from our analysis, we then design a neural model EnRG
for En-riched R-esponseG-eneration. It incorporates crowd-sourced
knowledge into responses for gaining higher user satisfaction be-
yond pure task completion. It adaptively decides what actions to
take and which modality to express at semantic dialogue act level.
Specifically, given the dialogue history, we use a single causal lan-
guage model trained on both dialogue act prediction and response
generation. It takes advantage of the superior performance of pre-
trained GPT-2, thus possesses strong prior knowledge on how to
compose fluent and coherent sentences. During the response gen-
eration stage, two special gates explicitly control the generation
process. The copy gate activates the dual attention mechanism to
selectively copy text from crowd-sourced knowledge for response
enrichment, while the image gate encourages ranking of image
candidates from it as part of the response. Extensive experiments
show that while achieving comparable task completion perfor-
mance, EnRG manages to generate responses gaining higher user
satisfaction.

Our contributions are summarized as follows:

• We propose to consider user satisfaction beyond task com-
pletion when generating responses, pointing out the need
of modeling various agent behaviors.

• We present a neural response generation method that main-
tains the strength of pre-trained model and makes good use
of crowd-sourced knowledge via dual attention and gating
mechanism.

• Extensive experiments support our concern on the limitation
of current response generation in task-oriented dialogues.
Both automatic and human evaluation results demonstrate
the effectiveness of our proposed model.

In what follows, we will first discuss some related works and
then elaborate on the correlation analysis we carried out on a
public dataset. Based on the findings, we design a neural model
towards enriched response generation in Section 4, followed by the
experimental results in Section 5.

2 RELATEDWORK
2.1 Diversifying Response in Chit-chats
Learning to generate enriched responses has long been a target to
achieve for the dialogue research community. In an open-domain
dialogue system, a popular model for response generation is the
sequence-to-sequence (Seq2Seq) model [30]. However, the vanilla
Seq2Seq models tend to provide generic responses such as “I don’t
know”, “I am sorry”, etc. Therefore, Li et al. [13] argued that us-
ing Maximum Mutual Information as the objective function can
generate more diversified and relevant responses. From another
aspect, by conditioning responses on both conversation history and
external “fact”, Ghazvininejad et al. [6] generalized the Seq2Seq
approach to allow the model to produce more confluent responses
without slot filling. Some efforts adopted generative adversarial
networks [14, 38]. They usually formulated a reinforcement learn-
ing objective and introduced heuristics into rewards to encourage
forward-looking, interactive, and informative responses. More re-
cently, Jiang et al. [9] proposed a frequency-aware cross-entropy
loss function to improve the diversity of generation models. De-
spite their success, these efforts focused on open-domain dialogue
and cannot be directly applied to task-oriented settings. They can-
not guarantee to preserve the semantics of responses which is an
essential requirement for task-oriented systems.

2.2 Task-oriented Response Generation
Task-oriented dialogue system is typically composed of Natural
Language Understanding (NLU), Dialogue State Tracking (DST),
Policy Learning (PL), and Natural Language Generation (NLG). Re-
sponse generation is closely related to Natural Language Generation
(NLG) techniques, which range from simple template-based sys-
tems to machine-learned systems. The first generation of automatic
NLG uses rule-based or data-driven pipeline methods. Later we wit-
ness a paradigm shift towards learning representations from large
textual corpora in an unsupervised manner using deep neural net-
work models. In the case of the task-oriented dialogue system, Kale
and Rastogi [10] proposed to combine templates with Transformer
models to produce utterances. Lippe et al. [18] leveraged simple
templates and paraphrasing techniques to improve the diversity
of generated responses. To further incorporate knowledge, some
proposed to integrate knowledge bases into dialogue via memory
network [20, 37]. Similarly, to translate table information to text,
Chen et al. [3] introduced a content selection mechanism into neu-
ral language models and managed the two modules by a soft-gated
mechanism.

To guarantee the semantics of responses, several methods pro-
posed to predict dialogue acts first and then generate responses
[21, 25]. They modeled dialogue acts in different ways, such as
one-hot vectors [1, 35], multi-layer graph [2] or text sequences.
For instance, Wang et al. [32] modeled the hierarchical structure
between dialogue policy and NLG with a reinforcement learning
framework. Chen et al. [2] proposed a pipeline to learn the dialogue
act graph first and then augment the information to the neural
response generation models. On the other hand, Wang et al. [34]
argued that co-training the dialogue act prediction and response
generation can further boost the model’s performance. However,
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the above-mentioned efforts all focus on task completion and sur-
face realization of responses. User satisfaction beyond task com-
pletion is largely ignored. We instead try to enrich the response
generation model with crowd-sourced knowledge considering the
effect of various agent behaviors.

2.3 Large Scale Pre-Trained Models
Many of the current best-performingmethods for various NLP tasks
adopt a combination of pre-training followed by supervised fine-
tuning using task-specific data. Pre-trained models has also been
widely used in conversational systems due to their strong learn-
ing capabilities. Starting from word embeddings [22, 26], sentence
embeddings [11], we are now equipped with popular pre-trained
language models such as BERT [4] on classification tasks and GPT-2
[27] on generation tasks. Such models are pre-trained on large-scale
open-domain corpora, and provide down-streaming tasks with rich
prior knowledge while boosting their performance. For example,
pre-trained on 147M conversations, DialoGPT [39] generates more
relevant, confluent and context-consistent responses than strong
baseline systems. There are also efforts adopted pre-trained lan-
guage models like GPT-2 to boost their performance in dialogue
response generation [3, 8]. In this paper, we also take advantage
of the pre-trained language model GPT-2 to enhance the quality
of generated responses. In addition, we look further to leverage
external knowledge to enrich the generation process and make the
generated responses richer in content.

3 CORRELATION ANALYSIS
We use the open-source MMConv dataset [15] to analyze the cor-
relations between various agent behaviors and user satisfaction.
It is a multi-modal dialogue corpus spanning multiple domains,
where a crowd-sourced knowledge database storing user reviews
and images is present together with the conversations. We focus
on the restaurant domain here as the multi-domain applicability is
not the focus here. In general, we emphasize three kinds of agent
behaviors of using the crowd-sourced knowledge which we will
elaborate in more details later.

3.1 Dataset Background
Different from the datasets collected in the Wizard-of-Oz frame-
work (WOZ) [1, 5] that suffer from the hardship of ensuring di-
alogue coherence, the MMConv dataset [15] consists of human-
generated multi-modal conversations, where external user reviews
and photos are incorporated into the system responses. Each con-
versation is fully annotated with dialogue belief states and dialogue
acts. We calculate the statistics for the sub-sampled dialogues as
shown in table 1, where the “user goals” stand for the set of target
venues with some details the user is looking for.

In the dataset, each dialogue contains a user feedback rating score
ranging from three to five to reflect the satisfactory level. The five
refers to successful, responsive, informative responses that satisfy
users the most, while three means basic task completion criteria
is met. The dataset also contains a crowd-sourced knowledge base
from Foursquare City Guide about a famous tourist city, Singapore.
The database consists of 1, 164 restaurants with 27, 618 user reviews
(tips) and 67, 554 photos. Reviews for each venue often offer detailed

Table 1: The general statistics of the MMConv dialogues on
restaurant domain.

Entry Number
# dialogues 1,491
# dialogue turns 11,408
# single v.s. multi-modality 282 v.s. 1,209
# unique user goals 110
# total venues in DB 1,164
# total images in DB 67,554
# total reviews in DB 27,618
# average user ratings 4.67

feedback based on user experiences. They are ranked in descending
order by the number of up-votes provided by other social users.
More specifically, information about each restaurant is stored in a
dictionary, where user views are in the𝑇𝑖𝑝 𝑥 : < 𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 > format
and 𝑥 stands for the rank. In addition, other basic attributes such
as address, price, category of food etc. are also available [15]. Some
examples of crowd-sourced knowledge are shown in Table 2.

Table 2: Crowd-sourced knowledge examples. The infor-
mation is presented non-exclusively. Contact numbers are
masked for privacy issue.

Key Value Vote
Name Eng Seng Restaurant
Contact +65 **** **67
Region Bedok
Price Expensive
Type SeaFood
Tip 1 Extremely delicious! If you’re just two

persons, don’t bother to order the other
dishes, black pepper crab it is!

2

Tip 2 Crab is in the house and they are really
fantastic: juicy and buttery. It’s a beauti-
ful mess to eat them and it’s one of the
few foods where it takes longer to eat
than to cook it...

1

Tip 3 All times favourite! The best black pepper
crab i tried so far! Can’t wait to go back
again! Awesome! *Go early to avoid long
queue!

1

Name Nana’s Green Tea
Contact +65 **** **12
Region Central Region
Price N.A.
Type Cafe
Tip 1 Surprisingly good food and desserts. At-

tentive staff with great service. Highly
recommended. Prices are fair too.

6

Tip 2 Their weekday lunch sets are so worth it!
Main and a drink for S$16.40 taxes and
service included!

2

Tip 3 The matcha anmitsu is a great dessert! 2
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(a) Leveraging user tips (b) Making use of images (c) Performing extra actions

Figure 2: Correlations between user rating score and agent’s behaviors from dialogues on the restaurant domain. The ROUGE
score in the left image is calculated by measuring the overlap between agent’s response and customer reviews of the target
venue.

3.2 Findings
To investigate the correlations between agent behaviors and user
satisfaction scores, we center on three kinds of agent behaviors
here: (a) include user reviews, (b) add image responses, and (c)
execute extra actions. The first one is natural and intuitive. The user
reviews are often commented based on existing user experiences,
hence would offer detailed information such as popular dishes
or dining environment. If the agent can make good use of such
information, the richness of responses would be greatly boosted.
The second one is also straightforward. The images of restaurants
in the database come from professional or smartphone cameras
shooting in location, which serves as a convenient and vivid method
of expression. Therefore, adding images to responses also has the
potential to improve user satisfaction. Last but not the least, we
measure the activeness of the agent via the number of extra actions
besides answering the user’s explicit requests. For instance, if the
agent informs extra suggestions beyond answering users’ questions,
the agent is considered relatively active. Such behaviors might also
enhance the user experience.

We use box plots to demonstrate the correlations between user
rating scores and the above-mentioned agent behaviors for dia-
logues on the restaurant domain in Figure 2. Specifically, Figure 2
(a) shows a positive correlation between user rating and the amount
of tips used. Figure 2 (b) presents a positive correlation between user
rating and the number of images involved in responses. Note that
the image numbers are calculated at the dialogue level. Moreover,
we plot the correlation between user rating and agent’s initiative
in Figure 2 (c). It shows that besides answering user’s requests, the
number of new dialogue acts of agents also affects user ratings.

4 THE ENRG METHOD
Based on the findings, we propose a neural model EnRG towards
En-riched R-esponse G-eneration as shown in Figure 3. It natu-
rally combines the power of the pre-trained GPT-2 model and two
gating mechanisms in incorporating the abundant crowd-sourced
knowledge in various forms.

To facilitate model description in detail, we first introduce our
task formulation here. Let 𝐶𝑘 = {𝑈1, 𝑅1, · · · ,𝑈𝑘−1, 𝑅𝑘−1,𝑈𝑘 } de-
note the dialogue history at turn 𝑘 in a multi-turn conversational

setting, where𝑈𝑖 and 𝑅𝑖 are the 𝑖-th turn user and system utterance,
i.e., we consider the entire dialogue history for the input during
training and inference. Images in dialogue history are transformed
into textual class labels such as “beef”, “pasta” “restaurant”, etc.
and concatenated to corresponding turns. Belief state sequences
𝐵𝑘 = {𝑏𝑎1 , 𝑏

𝑠
1, 𝑏

𝑣
1, · · · , 𝑏

𝑎
𝑖
, 𝑏𝑠
𝑖
, 𝑏𝑣
𝑖
} are prepared by flattening the belief

states at each dialogue turn, where each element of the sequences
{𝑏𝑎
𝑖
, 𝑏𝑠
𝑖
, 𝑏𝑣
𝑖
} contains a triplet of action, slot, and value, e.g., “in-

form, price, expensive” [15]. 𝐷𝑘 = {𝑑1, 𝑑2, · · · , 𝑑𝑙 } includes the tip
candidates of venues close to target for current turn. Dialogue act
sequences 𝐴𝑘 = {𝑎𝑎1 , 𝑎

𝑠
1, 𝑎

𝑣
1, · · · , 𝑎

𝑎
𝑗
, 𝑎𝑠
𝑗
, 𝑎𝑣
𝑗
} have a similar structure

as the belief state sequences while it denotes the actions of system
instead. Our objective is to generate the dialogue acts 𝐴𝑘 , corre-
spondingly a natural language response 𝑅𝑘 = {𝑦1, 𝑦2, · · · , 𝑦𝑚} of
𝑚 words, and probably an image response 𝐼𝑘 from image reposi-
tory. Examples of the belief state and dialogue act sequences can
be found in Table 3.

Table 3: Examples of belief state and dialogue act Sequences
in multiple turns

Term Content
C1 <user> hi, i am looking for somewhere to have some

thai food for dinner. could you help me find somewhere
to go to?

B1 inform menu dinner; inform open-span thai food
A1 request open-span kind of place
R1 sure, can you tell memore about the kind of place you’re

looking for?
C2 <user> hi, i am looking for somewhere to have some

thai food for dinner. could you help me find somewhere
to go to? <agent> sure, can you tell me more about the
kind of place you’re looking for? <user> i am looking
for somewhere that also serves thai iced tea.

B2 inform menu dinner; inform open-span thai food; in-
form open-span iced tea

A2 request open-span anything else
R2 is there anything else you would like?
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inform image beef refer tip …

GPT-2

Dialogue history Belief state inform image beef refer tip …

s2s1

z1

Word: wagyu       beef   melts … friendly …

Ranking: top1 top1 top1 … top2 topk
Position: 1,9 2,8 3,7 1,14 … 1,17

s3 sn

z2 z3 zn

…

wagyu beef is great there…

wagyu beef is great…

XX

+
X

+ + + +
X X X X

Dual Attention over Tips
Text Response

si

zi

𝛿!

ℎ!
𝑜!

× 𝑃!"#$

× (1 − 𝑃!"#$)𝛼!

𝛽!

Image Response

image gate

copy gate

Figure 3: Illustration for EnRGmodel. The pre-trained languagemodel is seamlessly incorporated with two gatingmechanism
to introduce crowd-sourced knowledge in response generation. The GPT-2 tokenization is ignored for ease of illustration.

4.1 Basic Generator via Pre-trained LM
Wefirst introduce the basic generator based on pre-trained language
model GPT-2. It is responsible for two tasks: generating dialogue
act sequences and textual response. For each dialogue turn 𝑘 , the
full training sequence is composed of 𝑋𝑘 = [𝐶𝑘 ;𝐵𝑘 ;𝐴𝑘 ;𝑅𝑘 ], which
is similar to SimpleTOD [8]. In general, given the dialogue history
𝐶𝑘 and belief state 𝐵𝑘 , the generator will be trained to generate dia-
logue act sequence 𝐴𝑘 and text response 𝑅𝑘 sequentially. Formally,
the dialogue act sequence 𝐴𝑘 is generated by:

𝐴𝑘 = GPT-2( [𝐶𝑘 , 𝐵𝑘 ]).
The response 𝑅𝑘 is then generated following the generated dialogue
act sequence as

𝑅𝑘 = GPT-2( [𝐶𝑘 , 𝐵𝑘 , 𝐴𝑘 ]).
The goal of language modeling is to learn the joint probability

𝑝 (𝑋𝑘 ). Suppose we view𝑋𝑘 as a sequence of tokens 𝑥1, 𝑥2, · · · , 𝑥𝐿𝑘 ,
where each 𝑥𝑖 comes from a fixed set of symbols and 𝐿𝑘 is the
length. The probability can be naturally factorized using the chain
rule as

𝑝 (𝑋𝑘 ) =
𝐿𝑘∏
𝑖=1

𝑝 (𝑥𝑖 |𝑥<𝑖 ).

Therefore, the loss for training the generator ( a neural network
with parameters \ ) is the negative log-likelihood over a dataset
composed of |𝐾 | training instances. In the language model, we aim
to minimize the loss as below:

𝐿𝑔𝑒𝑛 = −
|𝐾 |∑
𝑘=1

𝐿𝑘∑
𝑖=1

log 𝑝\ (𝑥𝑖 |𝑥<𝑖 ) (1)

4.2 Generator with Copy Gate
Beyond the basic generator, we aim to enrich the responses with
crowd-sourced knowledge content. In the MMConv dataset, re-
sources in the knowledge base are in two modalities, textual and vi-
sual [15]. Correspondingly, we devise two gates to explicitly control
their usage based on special tokens in generated dialogue act: the
copy gate guides the textual response to integrate the pre-trained
language model with dual attention selection over external tips,

while the image gate designates the image ranker to pick image
candidates as part of the response.

We first introduce the generator with copy gate for leveraging
textual crowd-sourced knowledge. Basically, an LSTM encoder en-
codes customer tips including not only all the surface tokens but
also the ranking positions of these tips. While the decoder decodes
textual response with copy mechanism via dual attention. The copy
mechanism is only activated when the copy gate is switched on ( i.e.
the generated dialogue acts contain “refer tip”), otherwise the re-
sponse comes from the basic generator. The image gate is designed
with the same logic but different special tokens.

4.2.1 Textual Tips Encoder. In the MMConv dataset, the customer
reviews for any venue in the crowd-sourced knowledge base are
retrieved by their specific name of key 𝑇𝑖𝑝 𝑥 , where 𝑥 means the
order of that particular review based on the number of up-votes [15].
To guarantee the quality of reviews to be copied, we only consider
the top 3 reviews for each venue. Furthermore, we capture such
ranking in our textual tips encoder to differentiate high-quality tips
from low-quality tips. Specifically, we apply an LSTM-based neural
network [7] to encode each word segment 𝑑 𝑗 in tips together with
its ranking position embedding 𝑧 𝑗 into the hidden state 𝑠 𝑗 . Inspired
by [12, 19], we represent the ranking position embedding for a word
segment as the concatenation of tip ranking 𝑓𝑗 , its in-order position
𝑝+
𝑗
and reverse-order position 𝑝−

𝑗
in the tip sequence. Therefore,

we have
𝑧 𝑗 = [𝑓𝑗 ;𝑝+𝑗 ;𝑝

−
𝑗 ] .

The mechanism is illustrated in the left part of Figure 3. For exam-
ple, the ranking position embedding for the first token 𝑧1 will be
[1, 1, 9], indicating the top 1 tip, in-order position 1 and reverse-
order position 9.

4.2.2 Decoder with Copy. At each decoding step 𝑡 , a dual-attention
weight 𝛿𝑡 is calculated to model the relevance between the decoder
hidden states ℎ𝑡 from GPT-2 and the encoder states 𝑠 and 𝑧 of tips.
Inspired from [19], we calculate semantic-level attention weights
𝛼𝑡 to model the relevance between ℎ𝑡 and the encoded states 𝑠 , and
the position-level attention weights to model the relevance of ℎ𝑡
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and ranking position embedding 𝑧:

𝛼𝑡𝑖 =
𝑒𝑔 (ℎ𝑡 ,𝑠𝑖 )∑𝑛
𝑗=1 𝑒

𝑔 (ℎ𝑡 ,𝑠 𝑗 )
, 𝛽𝑡𝑖 =

𝑒𝑔 (ℎ𝑡 ,𝑧𝑖 )∑𝑛
𝑗=1 𝑒

𝑔 (ℎ𝑡 ,𝑧 𝑗 )
,

where 𝑔(𝑎, 𝑏) = tanh(𝑊1𝑎) ⊙ tanh(𝑊2𝑏) measures the relevance
score between 𝑎 and 𝑏 with trainable parameters𝑊1,𝑊2.

The final attentionweights𝛿𝑡 considering both theword segment
level and position level relevance is the normalized element-wise
product of 𝛼𝑡 and 𝛽𝑡 :

𝛿𝑡𝑖 =
𝛼𝑡𝑖 .𝛽𝑡𝑖∑𝑛
𝑗=1 𝛼𝑡 𝑗 .𝛽𝑡 𝑗

, 𝑠𝑡 =

𝑛∑
𝑖=1

𝛿𝑡𝑖 𝑠𝑖 ,

where 𝑠𝑡 is the final weighted sum of tips encoder hidden states.
Based on that, a soft switch policy 𝑝𝑐𝑜𝑝𝑦 is maintained to choose
between generating word from the basic GPT-2 decoder or copying
from tips:

𝑝𝑐𝑜𝑝𝑦 = sigmoid(𝑊𝑠𝑠𝑡 +𝑊ℎℎ𝑡 +𝑊𝑦𝑦𝑡 + 𝑏),

where 𝑦𝑡 represents the decoder input at time step 𝑡 .𝑊𝑠 ,𝑊ℎ,𝑊𝑦 ,
and 𝑏 are all trainable parameters.

The soft pointer generator learns to alternate between copying
from tips and generating based on training data. However, the
discrepancy between the LSTM encoder and the GPT-2 decoder
adds to the difficulty of training. Moreover, the training dialogue
data is limited in scale while the tips repository is large. We thus
need to explicitly “teach” the model where to copy and where to
generate. Therefore, to provide the model with accurate guidance
of the switching behavior, we mark the positions of tip segments in
the target text. At these positions, we maximize the copy probability
𝑝𝑐𝑜𝑝𝑦 via an additional loss term. The loss function is

𝐿𝑔𝑒𝑛 = 𝐿𝑔𝑒𝑛 + _
∑

𝑑𝑚 ∈{𝐷𝑘 }
(1 − 𝑝𝑚𝑐𝑜𝑝𝑦), (2)

where 𝐿𝑔𝑒𝑛 is the original loss between model outputs and target
texts. 𝑑𝑚 means a matched token between response and tips. _ is
hyper parameter as the weight for the copy loss term.

4.3 Ranker with Image Gate
Similar to the copy gate, the image gate is only switched on when
“inform image XX” is generated in dialogue act sequence. Otherwise,
the response will contain no image. For the ranker, we use the
specific concept “XX” produced in the special token as the input
sequence 𝑆 . A pre-trained BERT model is used to encode 𝑆 and the
[𝐶𝐿𝑆] position output is used as query

𝑞 = 𝐵𝐸𝑅𝑇 (𝑆) .

We then adopt the triplet ranking loss for training. Therefore,
for each training instance, we randomly sample a negative image
𝐼− for the target venue to pair with the correct image 𝐼+. A fine-
tuned EfficientNet [31] extracts concept level feature vector 𝑣 for
each image candidate. The objective for training is to minimize the
triplet loss as below,

𝐿𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑘𝑒𝑟 =𝑚𝑎𝑥 (0, 𝜖 + 𝑑 (𝑊𝑞𝑞,𝑊𝑣𝑣𝐼+ ) − 𝑑 (𝑊𝑞𝑞,𝑊𝑣𝑣𝐼− )),

where 𝜖 is a margin and 𝑑 (·) is the Euclidean distance function.𝑊𝑞
and𝑊𝑣 are trainable weight matrices. Intuitively, it encourages the

distance between 𝑞 and the negative image to be larger than that
between 𝑞 and the positive image by a margin 𝜖 .

Since the image ranker is only loosely connected to the gen-
eration model, we train it separately to make the training of the
generation part more focused. Note that the generated dialogue
act sequence 𝐴𝑘 might contain multiple dialogue acts containing
“inform image”. For such cases, we treat each dialogue act like these
as a separate instance.

5 EXPERIMENTS
5.1 Settings
5.1.1 Training Setup. The implementation is on a single Tesla V100
GPU with a batch size of 8. The input to the model is tokenized
with pretrained BPE codes [29] associated with DistilGPT2 [28].
Experiments for the proposed EnRG model use default hyper pa-
rameters for GPT-2 and DistilGPT2 in Huggingface Transformers
[36]. Text sequences longer than 1024 tokens are truncated. We
fine-tune the EfficientNet [31] on the image repository. Images in
dialogue history are mapped to textual labels and append to cor-
responding turn utterances. Note that GPT-2 is fine-tuned from
pre-trained parameters while the LSTM encoder and attention part
is learned from scratch, the initial geometry of the two are different.
Therefore we apply larger weight to the copy loss to ‘teach’ the
model to learn faster and better.

5.1.2 Evaluation Metrics. Following existing response generation
works, we adapt the Success Rate and the Inform Rate to measure
task completion – whether the system has provided the correct en-
tity (Inform Rate) and provide correct answers for attributes asked
by user (Success Rate). The fluency of the generated response is
measured by BLEU [24] score. The combined Score for action and re-
sponse generation is computed as (𝐵𝐿𝐸𝑈 +0.5×(𝐼𝑛𝑓 𝑜𝑟𝑚+𝑆𝑢𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠))
[1, 34]. For image response evaluation, we use the 𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙@𝑚 metric
similar to [16, 23]. The result is correct only if the positive image is
ranked in the top-𝑚 ones. Moreover, we use micro Inform F1 and
Request F1 to evaluate the inform and request actions for dialogue
act prediction.

Since these metrics are largely confined in task completion or
surface fluency, we further carry out human evaluation to measure
the user satisfaction levels. We add three criteria as follows: Infor-
mativeness measures if the response provides relevant and useful
information to user; Impressiveness reflects how imposing and rich
the response is; Involvingness shows how active and involving the
agent is. These are closely related to the agent behavior patterns
we investigated.

5.1.3 Baselines.

– LSTM [1]: It frames the dialogue as a context to response
mapping problem, a sequence-to-sequence model. The LSTM
base module is applied.

– Mem2Seq [20]: It loads entities in KB and dialogue history
into memory. During the decoding stage, it uses a gate to
decide whether to copy an entry from memory or generate
a word from the vocabulary.

– DialoGPT [39]: DialoGPT is based on the structure of GPT-2
[27]. It is pre-trained on large-scale Reddit conversation-like
comments.
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– MARCO [33]: It considers dialogue act prediction as a se-
quence generation problem, and uses a model to jointly gen-
erate act and response.

– SimpleTOD [8]: It uses a large pretrained language model,
GPT-2 [27] to solve multiple tasks in task-oriented dialogues.
It reads dialogue history as context, performs dialogue state
tracking, dialogue act prediction followed by response gen-
eration.

5.2 Automatic Evaluation
5.2.1 Main Results. The main results for response generation are
presented in Table 4, where Score means the combined score. From
the table, we observed that the proposed EnRG method outper-
forms all baselines in most metrics. First of all, we observe that
transformer-based methods like DialoGPT, SimpleTOD, and EnRG
outperform LSTM network-based methods such as basic LSTM and
Mem2Seq by relatively large margins. This is mainly attributed
to the relatively better learning capabilities of transformer mod-
els. Secondly, modeling responses in semantic dialogue act level
boosts performance for response generation. This is evidenced by
the better performance of SimpleTOD and EnRG as compared to
that of DialoGPT, which does not consider belief states and dia-
logue acts. The performance gap is especially evident in the task
completion metrics such as Inform rate. Thirdly, the usage of crowd-
sourced knowledge via copy has a positive effect on improving the
BLEU score for EnRG as demonstrated by the 4.2% performance
improvement over SimpleTOD. It shows that the copy mechanism
in EnRG can incorporate appropriate knowledge while preserving
the comprehensiveness of the responses. To further evaluate the
informativeness of EnRG-generated responses, we compared it with
the state-of-the-art SimpleTOD via human evaluation.

Table 4: The main results for responses.

Method Inform Success BLEU Score
SC-LSTM 2.19 1.73 16.47 18.43
Mem2Seq 55.94 24.48 11.21 51.42
DialoGPT 64.50 47.56 19.92 75.95
MARCO 77.78 47.22 18.63 81.13
SimpleTOD 80.97 47.74 22.73 87.09
EnRG 78.22 49.66 23.68 87.62

5.2.2 Results on Dialogue Acts. Besides the main results, we com-
pare the performance on agent dialogue act prediction in Table 5.
We evaluate it as a multi-label classification problem that considers
action and slot pairs such as “inform-outdoor seating”. Note that
although MACRO also models dialogue acts, it separates actions
and slots into groups respectively, thus we cannot generate an F1
score for the pairs. From Table 5, we observe that EnRG yields
better Inform F1 score which is consistent with the winning result
of EnRG in Success rate in Table 4. It shows that EnRG manages to
provide information correctly.

We further test the performance of the proposed EnRG on con-
trolling gates. In general, the high scores in Table 6 demonstrate
that EnRG works well. For example, the F1 score for the copy gate
exceeds 72% while that for the image gate exceeds 80%. When in-
specting the responses, we found that this is mainly due to the

Table 5: Dialogue acts prediction results.

Method Inform F1 Request F1
SimpleTOD 50.29 18.80
EnRG 50.98 19.96

obvious signals in dialogues. For example, the agent usually makes
use of user tips when recommends a restaurant to the user or the
user explicitly requests tips or suggestions. Similarly, the agent
often provides images when recommends restaurants or the user
requests for details of food or dining.

Table 6: EnRG’s performance on gate prediction.

Metrics Copy Gate Image Gate
Precision 65.8 89.6
Recall 81.4 77.0
F1 Score 72.8 82.8

5.3 Human Evaluation
5.3.1 Evaluation Settings. We conduct a human study to evaluate
our model by the AMT crowd-sourcing platform. For this purpose,
we randomly selected 100 sample dialogues from the test dataset
and constructed two groups of systems for comparison: Ours vs.
SimpleTOD and Ours vs. Human Response, where Human Response
means the reference responses. Responses generated by each group
were randomly assigned in pairs to 3 judges, who ranked them
according to Informativeness, Impressiveness and Involvingness.

5.3.2 Results. The results of this study are shown in Figure 4. Over-
all speaking, EnRG outperforms SimpleTOD and is relatively com-
parable to Human Response. First of all, we observe many tie cases
for EnRG and SimpleTOD. This is because these two methods rely
on the same base network and formulate the task in a similar style.
Some of their generated responses are even identical to each other.
Nonetheless, EnRG outperforms SimpleTOD in Informativeness and
Impressiveness, and exceeds it by 16.0% and 13.2% of wining cases
respectively. This is as expected because EnRG explicitly leverages
extra crowd-sourced tips to make the generated responses more
informative, while also provides image response which is a rather
convenient way of expression. For the Involvingness metric, EnRG
is relatively weak. However, the Success Rate in Table 4 shows that
EnRG answers requests better for recommended venues. This might
be because the definition of Involvingness is relatively subjective
thus affected annotators’ judge.

When compared to Human Response, we observe fewer tie cases
while the number of win and lose cases are relatively closely con-
tested. Specifically, there are fewer than 1/3 of testing cases with tie
results across all three measures. It shows a relatively large variance
between human-generated responses and machine-generated ones.
This is reasonable as the Human responses are generated by 87
different human annotators while the machine targets at learning
the most salient patterns from it. Regarding Informativeness, EnRG
wins for 31% of times while loses for 40% of times. It shows that
EnRG generated responses are indeed informative and rich. For Im-
pressiveness, the distance between them is even narrower. Through
detailed analysis of testing cases, we observe that EnRG tends to
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Figure 4: Human study results in response quality. “Win”,
“Tie” or “Lose” indicate the proportions that the EnRG wins
over, ties with or loses to its counterpart respectively.

provide extra image responses for these recommendation turns,
especially for these testing dialogues with lower user ratings. This
signals the importance and potential of introducing visual modality
into task-oriented dialogue. Together with the results in Table 4, it
is clear that although EnRG obtains similar results to the strongest
baseline SimpleTOD for existing popular metrics, it manages to
achieve better user satisfaction and is close to human responses in
these aspects.

5.4 Case Study
In order to better illustrate the difference between our proposed
EnRG and the SimpleTOD model, we also do case study on the
generated responses. Some examples are shown in Table 7.

Generally speaking, we observe that the proposed EnRG method
is able to make good recommendations while also providing useful
information. For example, for the dialogue 5000 (the first example
in Table 7), both the EnRG generated response and the response
in dataset recommend venues while the baseline SimpleTOD gen-
erated response chooses to ask more questions about “local food”.
Besides, we observe that the EnRG generated response contains
more useful information selected from crowd-sourced reviews, such
as “authentic malay cuisine”, “authentic indian food” and “great
value”. These are usually important information for users to con-
sider when making their decisions. That is to say, EnRG tends to
provide useful information about the venues to make the recom-
mendation more convincing.

A similar case also happens in dialogue 6236. When the user
requests for a cafe to have a rest and providing some extra infor-
mation in the context such as “great value” and “central region”,
the EnRG method generates venue recommendation and offers tips
about “dim sum” which corresponds to the “scones” in the dialogue
context. The SimpleTOD method only manages to generate a rec-
ommendation and the response tends to be more general than the
reference response in the MMConv dataset. Note that dialogue 6236
receives a rating score of four, so the response from the dataset is
generally preferred by the users. We observe that it indeed contains
extra information such as other food images.

These examples altogether demonstrate that responses from
EnRG might be more content-rich than the responses generated by
baseline methods or even the responses in the dataset in certain

Table 7: Examples of responses generated by EnRG, Simple-
TOD, and the corresponding responses from the MMConv
dataset. The exact venue names, addresses, etc. are replaced
with placeholders for delexicalization.

ID 5000
Rating 5

<user> i will like a place for a quick meal.
Context <agent> what location will you like?

<user> i will like bishan.
EnRG i recommend [venuename]. they sell authentic malay

cuisine and serve authentic indian food at great value.
SimpleTOD will you like some local food?
Dataset i recommend [venuename].
ID 6236
Rating 4

<user> hi, i would like to have a rest in a cafe, any recom-
mendations?

Context <agent> sure, would you like to try scones like the one
in the image?
<user> looks great, can you recommend a cafe that serves
this food with great value in central region?

EnRG you can go to [venuename]! it is a great place for dim
sum.

SimpleTOD you can visit [venuename]!
Dataset you can try [venuename]! these are other food images

from the cafe!

circumstances. Such attributes of EnRG demonstrate the design of
incorporating crowd-sourced knowledge and the effectiveness of
the proposed model in realizing such incorporation.

6 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we explored various factors for generating enriched re-
sponses in task-oriented dialogues under the help of crowd-sourced
knowledge. The ultimate goal is to improve user satisfaction with-
out impairing task completion. We carried out detailed analysis on
a fully annotated multimodal dialogue dataset and obtained several
findings on user behaviors. Inspired by our findings, we proposed a
neural response generation model EnRG that possesses the superior
performance of pre-trained GPT-2 while effectively leverages exter-
nal knowledge in both textual and visual modalities. We conducted
extensive experiments and the results demonstrated the effective-
ness of our proposed model. Our work would shed lights on the
current limitation of evaluation metrics for task-oriented responses
and the potential of introducing multi-modality. In future, we will
further explore more advanced methods for better incorporating
visual modality into task-oriented dialogue systems.
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